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thank you for all of your help and for going through all the work. again, sorry

for my misunderstanding. if you can provide further information, i would really
appreciate it. you have been so helpful! david we recently visited the davies
theater in fairfield, ca. it was featured in the 2009 big blockbuster movie the
hurt locker. a full house attended the opening movie that weekend, including

the cast and crew, in what was the largest turnout of people ive seen at a
movie theater. the theater is a beautiful one, built in 1915. i hope to visit it

again sometime. the davies is in fairfield, a little east bay town of about 55,000
located 35 minutes or so from the oakland and san francisco airports. if you

have a car and dont mind driving the 30-minute drive, you could avoid traffic
in san francisco and oakland on game days. its a wonderful place. i have been
collecting old enameled fine arts items as gifts for family and friends. now that
im collecting from different time periods, how do i determine if my enamelware
is period accurate, e.g., c1920-1940? for example, at the brooklyn museum in
ny, i found a dish with a cornucopia of fruits and vegetables. and, a butcher

knife with a hand carved grip. and, a shell ornament. ive been wondering why
no one has ever presented a detailed description of their enamelware or

porcelain? the brooklyn museum does sell them. since i have a huge
investment in these items i want to know if they would be period accurate.
some sources indicate they were produced as early as c. 1870 and continue

thru 1940. they appear to be much better quality than the imitations that are
readily available.
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ali, this is my best guess. it
is possible that the crack is

in the narrow part at the top
and is so small that i cannot
see it. my best guess is that

the crack is in the narrow
part at the bottom. i have a
feeling it is at least 50 years

old. hi paul, chicago glass
company of chicago, il made
some presto bottles, but not
as many as the alton, il plant
of illinois glass co. some of
them may have been fruit
jars, but i do not know. the
issue has been raised by a
few collectors, but i have

seen no reliable source and,
so far, no evidence that any
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are in the 1940s. ~david hi
paul, hi eric, i don't know

what brand of beer you want
to match, but it's probably
the biggest selling brand,
budweiser. i agree it's not

the cheapest, but the quality
is better than other beer. i'm

guessing that it's a '40's
bottle from their 'super

premium' line of beer. your
best bet may be to check

out the label on your bottle.
you can then go to this

page: and click on the year
you have. then you can

search by the name of your
beer and get a better idea of

what it is. maybe you can
then find a similar bottle. i
agree that they are worth

some money and you might
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be able to get them for $25
or so. i'm not positive, but i

think the original issue of the
presto was on the bottom of
the label, so you may want
to look for that if you don't

want to try to scrape off the
label. ~david hello ken,

thanks very much for your
info. i will accept that, so

consider myself corrected.
however, the original

question from ali might bring
up other, related questions:

1) were single digit date
codes used in all decades 2)
if a date code does not have
a period after the number,
that still leaves room for

error because it could
potentially stand for any

decade, right 3) what about
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other types of bottles
besides soda bottles. were
any made in the 1940s that

does not carry a period 4) do
all soda bottles made in the
1940s carry a period after
the number, or just some

percentage of them thanks
again! david 5ec8ef588b
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